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Abstract. What are the positions of highest courts towards political reform? Answering this question

requires to place courts in a common space with political actors. Americanists rely on individual votes

to estimate justices’ positions. Comparativists face challenges: First, votes are not published everywhere.

Second, positions from judicial votes map into a legal but not a policy space. Addressing both challenges we

show how to estimate positions of highest courts using features of decisions available across countries. Our

strategy is to leverage the position political actors take when submitting amici briefs to judicial decisions.

We apply our strategy to briefs and decisions published by the German Federal Constitutional Court

between 1991 to 2009. Estimated ideal points suggest that justices are not mere agents of their partisan

nominators. We further show how the distance between a government and the court explains why courts

hold hearings, extending established scholarship where alternative approaches fail.



1 Judicial influence on political reform

What are the positions of highest courts towards political reform? An answer to this

question is essential, as scholarship has come to accept that highest courts – in particular

those with the power of judicial review – are able to exercise political power (Epstein

and Knight, 1998; Parcelle Jr., Curry and Marshall, 2011; Vanberg, 2015; Engst, 2021). In

order to understand the judiciary’s precise political influence it is necessary to relate

political ideologies expressed in judicial decisions to political action. In short, we need

to identify the political-ideological leaning of courts. One approach to do so – widely

used in studies on the US Supreme Court – is to scale legal opinions based on individual

judicial votes and to relate those to the known political ideologies of individual justices

(Martin and Quinn, 2002; Epstein, Martin, Quinn and Segal, 2007; Epstein, Martin, Segal

and Westerland, 2007; Hanretty, 2012a,b, 2014, 2015). This allows to identify to what

extent a highest court as a collective actor will hinder or support political reform.

To understand political leanings of highest courts based on judicial votes has four major

drawbacks. First, the publication of individual judicial votes is by no means a common

feature in cross-country comparison (Raffaelli 2012, 30, Kelemen 2013, 1345); powerful

courts such as the German Bundesverfassungsgericht, the Austrian Verfassungsgerichtshof

or the Italian Corte Costituzionale publish votes either never or rarely (Kelemen, 2013,

1345). Second, not all justices are selected by political actors or through a politicized

process. It is therefore challenging to connect the views expressed in judicial votes to

prior information on a justice’s political views. Third, a justice’s vote alone does not

carry substantive information on the (political) content of a judicial decision. Instead, this

information is embedded in the text of the decision itself. Therefore, in order to estimate

a court’s position we need to scale the opinions developed with regard to a decision’s

content. Finally, even if we are able to extract certain doctrinal leanings in court decisions

it is not plausible to simply map those leanings into a common policy space. This is due
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to the fact that judicial text is different to text used to estimate policy-positions; such as

party manifestos.

To overcome these shortcomings we present an approach to scale judicial decisions

based on features that are commonly included in decisions and are independent of

individual judicial votes or a known party identification of justices. In particular, we

extract the positions of political actors towards judicial decisions from amici briefs and

relate these positions to the decision outcomes. This way, our approach allows to map

judicial positions from a legal case-space (Clark and Lauderdale 2010; similar Lax 2011,

Clark and Lauderdale 2012) into a common policy space. The outcome of a decision

reflects the court’s position in a case-space and the opinions in briefs filed by political

actors reflect the position those actors assign a legal opinion in a policy space. Therefore

using the political actors’ positions, inferred from manifesto scores, allows to anchor the

judicial position in a common space with political actors. The resulting estimates enable

us to compare the positions of highest courts to the manifesto positions of political actors.

Thus, we provide a valid measurement strategy for placing highest courts and political

actors in the same common space.

In what follows we first outline in what way ideological scores in judicial decision-

making are currently estimated to emphasize the need for a new approach. Afterwards,

we argue that briefs submitted by political actors and summarized in the written decisions

allow us to compile data similar to data on roll call votes in parliaments. Subsequently,

our data-structure allows us to adopt a research design similar to Jessee (2016) who jointly

scales different groups of actors in one dimension. We modify his scaling approach to

position decisions made by highest courts in one common space with political actors.

Finally, we use decisions published by the German Federal Constitutional Court between

1991 to 2009 to outline the advantages of our scaling approach in comparison to an

alternative approach commonly used. The Court rarely publishes individual judicial

votes albeit being considered particular powerful (e.g. Vanberg, 2005; Hönnige, 2007;
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Engst et al., 2017; Engst, 2021). This is why the court provides for an excellent case to

assess our scaling approach.

The procedure we present and the common scores we estimate have major implications

for our capability to integrate judicial institutions fully into (comparative) analyses of

political systems. Researchers will not have to rely on the small number of countries

where individual judicial votes are published to assess judicial-political interactions.

Instead, the approach presented here is a general one traveling to every system where

political actors are able to file briefs to judicial decisions. Moreover, the approach allows

to study institutions similar to courts, who make decisions with political implications;

such as, central banks or other non-majoritarian institutions.

2 Identifying judicial (political) ideology

In this section we briefly outline that the literature relies on two approaches to understand

the (political-)ideological leaning of courts: the assessment of (1) individual judicial

preferences or (2) features of judicial decisions. We discuss the limitations of both

approaches in understanding the political influence of courts.

Seminal work by Martin and Quinn (2002) uses individual judicial votes to understand

judicial behavior and the ideological leaning of the US Supreme Court (see also Epstein,

Martin, Quinn and Segal, 2007; Epstein, Martin, Segal and Westerland, 2007). Hanretty

adopts the approaches to assess judicial behavior in Bulgaria (Hanretty, 2014), Estonia

(Hanretty, 2015), Spain and Portugal (Hanretty, 2012a), as well as in the United Kingdom

(Hanretty, 2012b). Moreover, Engst et al. (2017) used separate opinions to understand

judicial behavior in Germany. However, the challenge for comparative politics is twofold.

On the one hand, individual judicial votes are not always publicly available (Raffaelli,

2012; Kelemen, 2013). On the other hand, highest courts often follow a norm of consensus

(Epstein, Segal and Spaeth, 2001), which undermines the validity of using published votes

in the first place. The second column of table 1 highlights for a sample of ten decisions
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Table 1: Judicial votes and briefs by political actors in all EU member states with constitutional courts

Country Individual judicial votes,
identifiable for each and every

justice in N of 10 decisions

Brief by political actor or
political actor is a participant

with a clear opinion on a
referral in N of 10 decisions

Austria not allowed 6
Belgium not allowed 7
Bulgaria 2 10
Croatia 0 7
Czech Republic 0 6
France not allowed 10
Germany 0 6
Hungary 0 3
Italy not allowed 10
Latvia 0 10
Lithuania 0 7
Luxembourg not allowed 8
Malta not allowed 5
Poland 0 8
Portugal 0 2
Romania 0 10
Slovakia 0 6
Slovenia 2 6
Spain 0 9

The count is based on information from ten decisions by a country’s constitutional court listed in ap-
pendix A and published in 2018. A value of 0 in the second column does not imply that there were
no separate opinions – just that information was not enough to identify how each and every single jus-
tice voted. The count also does not include unanimous votes as those would not allow to discriminate
between judicial votes. Thus, unanimous votes do not provide sufficient information to use a scaling
approach based on votes. Decisions which include separate opinions or unanimous votes are marked in
appendix A. All countries but Austria, Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg, and Malta allow for justices
to make separate opinions publicly available (according to Wittig 2016, 153-154; Raffaelli 2012).

published by the constitutional courts in EU member states that identifiable individual

judicial votes are most often not available.

An alternative solution to overcome those limitation is to infer individual preferences

of justices from outside sources. To do so, scholars measure judicial preferences before

they are revealed in court. This involves manually coding newspaper editorials on

congressional hearings for judicial nominees (Segal and Cover, 1989) or process-tracing

expert judgments, historical accounts, and “all other existing and relevant documentary
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materials” (Epstein, Knight and Shvetsova, 2001, 140) to infer a position. Although text is

more informative than votes, this strategy depends on indirect sources that are external

to the court and requires in-depth (“thick”) knowledge of every political environment.

Three challenges remain. First, scholars infer positions of individual justices from their

behavior prior to serving on a highest court. Those positions do not get updated if a

justice changes her behavior once elected to the bench. Second, outside sources may not

adequately capture judicial preferences and, third, collecting information from multiple

sources which may be scattered across various archives is labor-intensive.

The overarching challenge is a conceptional one when using individual judicial pref-

erences to understand the influence of courts on political reform: Does the individual

political leaning of a justice adequately reflect on the substantive political influence of a

court? Scholars often implicitly assume this, as behavioral research on countries that do

not publish individual votes illustrates. In respective studies, scholars assign a court a

political position based on the ideological views of the mean or median justice, which

are derived, for example, form the policy position of the actor nominating the respective

justice (Hönnige, 2009; Carrubba et al., 2012; Sternberg et al., 2015; Brouard and Hönnige,

2017). We call this approach the party label approach as a justice receives a party label and

the respective policy position equal to her nominating actor. The approach is driven by

strong assumptions and requires justices to be selected in a political process, which may

not always be the case.1 Even if this indirect approach may uncover general patterns in a

court’s behavior this does not allow to understand the substantive impact of a judicial

decision on a political reform. This information can only be obtained when mapping the

1 Consider for example justices who serve on lower courts or justices who behaved

differently compared to the agent who nominated them, for example at the US Supreme

Court (Epstein, Martin, Quinn and Segal, 2007).
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decision in a common policy space. Hence, content-specific features of judicial decisions

are essential in identifying the political-ideological leaning of a court.

The body of research focusing on textual features of judicial decisions is growing in

recent years (e.g. Clark and Lauderdale, 2010, 2012; Lauderdale and Clark, 2014; Dyevre,

2019) and law scholars have advocated in favor of interpreting decisions to classify them

(Hall and Wright, 2008). Indeed, there are now a number of (automated) approaches

that allow to scale decisions on some latent dimension (Reference Omitted). Citation

networks across legal decisions as done by Fowler et al. (2007) provide for a form of

scaling (also Lupu and Fowler, 2013); in particular when accounting for the fact that

Clark and Lauderdale (2010) combine the assessment of citation patterns with individual

judicial votes to place justices in case-spaces. Finally, supervised and unsupervised

text-scaling approaches have been employed to locate opinions and briefs in common

spaces (e.g. McGuire and Vanberg, 2005; Evans et al., 2007; Dyevre, 2019). While all

these approaches are promising to the extent that judicial text is taken seriously, the

approaches do not claim to place decisions in a policy space but rather in some form of a

“doctrine-” or case-space (Clark and Lauderdale, 2010; Lax, 2011). Hence, scaling judicial

decisions based on legal elements is promising to understand a court’s doctrinal path but

insufficient to transfer a court’s action into a policy space. Therefore, additional steps

are necessary to identify the political-ideological leaning of a court in a common policy

space.

In sum, in order to understand a court’s political-ideological leaning with regard

to political reform we need to design an approach which overcomes two limitations:

First, individual judicial behavior can explain a court’s political influence with strong

assumptions only and the feasibility of respective analyses is limited. Second, features

of legal text help to understand a court’s influence in the legal sphere, but this does not

automatically transfer to the political arena. In what follows we outline a novel scaling

approach addressing both limitations.
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3 The vote matrix approach to estimate common policy scores from judicial text

How can we place highest courts and political actors in a common policy space? When

studying political reforms and judicial effects on legislative processes, we need to compare

the position of various political actors and the court in the same space. Comparing

political actors is relative straightforward because they are composed of parties for which

the literature developed common policy scales using manifestos (e.g., Lowe et al., 2011;

König, Marbach and Osnabrügge, 2013).

The challenge we face is that there is currently no measurement strategy to map a court

into a common space short of simply assigning justices the policy position of the political

actors that nominated them. This party label approach then equates the median justice

position with the courts position (Hönnige, 2009; Carrubba et al., 2012; Sternberg et al.,

2015; Brouard and Hönnige, 2017). However, justices are not always selected by scalable

political actors which have policy positions we can measure.

The strategy we propose is to leverage the information that political actors submit

briefs to cases courts decide; in particular, governments present written statements to

courts and argue, using legal language, which side should prevail. Such briefs become

part of the decision and are either included in the decision’s text (for decisions of, e.g.,

the German Federal Constitutional Court) or in supplemental documents (for decisions

of, e.g., the United States Supreme Court). In contrast to rarely available judicial votes,

briefs are a readily available feature in many countries, as shown in the the third column

of table 1. In addition, we can infer which side legally prevails from a decision’s text.

Thus, by analyzing the decision text we can compare the substantive position of a court’s

decision to the substantive position of the authors of briefs. If we observe consistently

that political actor A “votes” more often with the court then another political actor B then

A should be placed closer to the court in a common space than B. Therefore, an analysis

across various judicial decisions allows us to estimate where the court should be placed
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relative to the political actors that submit briefs. Finally, we can anchor this space by

relying on known scores of these (scalable) political actors derived from party manifestos.

We employ a typical scaling model that allows to scale different types of actors in a

common space using appropriate bridging observations (e.g., Bailey and Chang, 2001;

Bailey, 2007; Jessee, 2009, 2016). This model allows to map the location of various actors,

for instance of legislators and survey respondents (Jessee, 2009, 2016), on the same scale

leveraging information on how those actors ‘decide’ (legislators’ roll call votes) or how

they would have ‘decided’ on a given bill (public respondents’ answering a respective

survey item). This scenario is functional equivalent to our situation: a court decides a

case and political actors file briefs specifying how they would decide this case. Moreover,

we also have information on the government who enacted a law which is under judicial

consideration. Knowing this government once ‘voted’ in favor of the law, we assume this

government would uphold the law and does not support legal claims made against it.

In order to speak to prior work, we anchor the common space using existing policy

scores of the parties in government. Consistent with prior models, we assume an

unidimensional common space.2 It is well known that the unidimensional spatial voting

model is equivalent to the two-parameter item-response model (Clinton, Jackman and

Rivers, 2004; Jessee, 2016). Thus, the model we estimate using R STAN is a standard

two-parameter item-response theory model with a probit link

P(Yij = 1) = Φ[β j(xi − γj)], (1)

where β j is case j’s discrimination parameter, indicating the strength and direction of the

2 The assumption of unidimensionality is also appropriate as judicial decisions, which

are of concern here, address a very specific, narrowed question rather than a broader

topic (Engst, 2021, 27-28).
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relationship between actor i’s ideal point xi and her likelihood agreeing to uphold case j,

i.e., P(Yij = 1), and γj represents the location of the cutpoint for case j.

We have three sets of information: First, the dichotomous decision of the court to

uphold a law or not. Second, briefs on the respective case in which various political

actors take a stand on whether to uphold the very same law or not. Third, in some

circumstances we have information on the government who initially introduced a law

considered by the court and assume this government would uphold the law. All this

information is pooled to estimate a common space assuming that the particular policy

space underlying the preferences of each actor is structured in the same way. Specifically,

we “glue” the different spaces together by assuming that β j and γj is the same in each

actor’s utility function. This assumption is justified at least to the extent that the court

and the political actors respond to the exact same legal question and all actors present

their opinion in legal language.

In the next section we motivate our case selection, present our data as well as the

strategies we used to code the information available in the published decisions and the

corresponding briefs.

4 Scaling the German Federal Constitutional Court

In this section we outline that decisions made by the German Federal Constitutional

Court (GFCC) are well suited to implement our scaling approach. Finally, we summarize

how to identify the information necessary to estimate our model.

4.1 Case-selection

The GFCC is a suitable case to apply our scaling approach. The Court is among the

stronger courts with constitutional review powers in Europe (Engst, 2021, Ch. 3) and

embodies decisive features of the typical Kelsian constitutional court (Kelsen 2008 [1931];

Shapiro and Stone 1994). Moreover, the Court comprises two Senates, each of which
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include eight justices. In their decisions the Senates rarely publish individual votes. In

addition, justices are allowed to file separate opinions, but this is not often done (Wittig,

2016). Approaches currently used to systematically locate the court in a policy space either

rely on a few separate opinions (Engst et al., 2017) or use indirect measures using the

party label approach (Hönnige, 2007, 2009; Sternberg et al., 2015; Brouard and Hönnige,

2017). Research locating courts like the GFCC in a policy space, can benefit from our

scaling approach.

In order to illustrate our approach we limit our analysis in two ways: First, we assess

Senate decisions made between Germany’s 12th legislative period (beginning December

1990) – with the first decision being published on January 9th, 1991 – and the 16th

legislative period (ending October 2009); with the last decision being published October,

13rd, 2009. The focus on this period has the major advantage that five federal governments

composed of three different ideological blocs governed Germany. The conservative

Christian Democrats (CDU/CSU) formed a coalition with the smaller Liberal Party (FDP)

under Chancellor Kohl from 1990 to 1994 and 1994 to 1998. The Social Democrats (SPD)

formed a coalition with the smaller Green party under Chancellor Schröder from 1998 to

2002 and from 2002 to 2005. Finally, the CDU/CSU governed in a grand coalition with

the smaller SPD under Chancellor Merkel from 2005 to 2009. Subsequently, we are able

to estimate positions of the GFCC when a center-right government is in power, when a

center-left government is in power and when a centrist grand coalition is in power.

Second, we use information on the outcome of decisions made by the GFCC which

are summarized in the Constitutional Court Database (CCDB, Engst et al. 2019). This

comprehensive database is designed to embed the decisions of the GFCC in the German

legal, political and societal environment (see Wittig 2016; Engst 2021, Ch. 4). In total the

two Senates of the GFCC published 582 main decisions between January 1991 to October

2009 which we analyze. We exclude provisional orders which temporarily regulate an
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issue until a main decision is made, reimbursement of expenses or requests to exclude a

justice from a case as those do not carry any political information.3

The central features to implement our scaling approach are dichotomous coded decision

outcomes as collective judicial ‘votes’ and ‘votes’ coded from the respective briefs filed by

scalable political actors (e.g., federal government, state governments, first chamber and

second chamber - see also appendix B). Those briefs serve as bridging observations to

place the court in a common policy space with other political actors. We identified 761

briefs written by political actors in 420 main decisions.

Thus, the judicial votes and the votes suggested in the respective briefs allow us to

generate the data – a vote matrix of how the respective actor decides each case – to

estimate the position of the court and other political actors in a common space. This

matrix has a similar structure to one summarizing roll call votes of legislators on bills

in legislative research. In what follows we explain the data generating process using a

‘typical’ court decision and outline how to obtain a vote matrix necessary to implement

our scaling approach.

4.2 Coding judicial decisions and briefs as votes of actors

Figure 1 presents the structure of a ‘typical’ decision made by the GFCC. This structure

travels to other highest courts; at least the two features decisive for our scaling approach

exist comparatively: a decision always has an (1) outcome and (2) political actors are

allowed to voice their position in briefs. The strength of our approach is that we do not

require individual judicial votes to be publicly available. While briefs are not necessarily

part of the decision as in our ‘typical’ case, they can be published as accompanying

documents; as is the case in France or the United States.

3 For two main decisions it was not possible to code an outcome and those were omitted

(see Engst, 2021, 119-120).
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Figure 1: General structure of a ‘typical’ decision by the GFCC

BVerfGE

Header

Senate, decision date
Plaintiff, lawyer, defendant
Referred act

Case Facts

Legal pre-process
Briefs by external actors Q
Oral hearings

Admissibility

Procedural requirements
¬ granted / granted b

Merits

Substantive decision
¬ justified / justified b

Verdict

Signatures
[ Votes ]
[ Separate Opinions ]

Q information extracted automatically;
b information extracted manually;

[ ] seldom occur

In essence a decision by the GFCC – officially abbreviated as BVerfGE – combines five

parts, which are highlighted in lightgray in figure 1. The header provides metadata on

each decision including the date when a decision was made, the Senate who made a

decision, general information on the act referred by a plaintiff who is represented by a

lawyer and, if applicable, information on a defendant.

The section on case facts summarizes background information on the legal process prior

to a referral to the Constitutional Court. In addition briefs by experts or political actors

as well as statements made in hearings are summarized in this section. In the following

section the justices assess whether a plaintiff’s referral is admissible, meaning whether all

procedural requirements are met that grant a plaintiff access to the court. Finally, the
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justices argue a case in the sections on the merits and the verdict. They decide whether a

request referred by a plaintiff is justified and violates constitutional norms or whether the

referral is not justified. The decision on the admissibility and the merits is what we call

the judicial decision, i.e., the court’s vote. In order to implement our scaling approach we

extract, first, the judicial decision. If a referral is (partially) admissible and the issue raised

in the referral is (partially) justified, then the outcome of a judicial decision is favoring

the plaintiff; otherwise the outcome is not favoring the plaintiff’s legal claim (see Engst,

2021, 120-121). The verdict concludes with the justices signatures and in rare cases with

the publication of a vote tally and / or separate opinions.

The position of political actors with regard to the legal question is summarized in their

briefs which are part of the case facts. The actor’s decision with regard to a plaintiff’s

claim is summarized using identical legal wording like the justices use in the section on

the merits. Thus, political actors also ‘vote’ whether a plaintiff’s referral seems (partially)

justified or not. Two types of actors frequently file briefs: (1) specifically empowered

actors who are allowed to submit statements, which includes many political actors

and (2) experts on an issue at stake (Kühne, 2015, 309-310). In general, the procedural

rules to file briefs are scattered across legal documents. The Act on the Constitutional

Court (Bundesverfassungsgerichtsgesetz) outlines the major rules concerning political actors

submitting briefs. Those rules vary depending on the type of procedure the court

follows.4 Nevertheless, considering that constitutional law was originally designed to

protect citizens from the unduly powerful state (Stone Sweet, 2000, 37-38), the government

is often by default the defendant in a referral to a constitutional court. Therefore, political

bodies which passed or enforced an act reviewed by the GFCC are commonly granted

the right to file briefs (see Kühne, 2015, 309). Finally, knowing the judicial choice on a

4 See appendix B for a discussion of regulations empowering political actors in Germany

to file briefs.
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plaintiff’s referral based on the decision outcome and the political choice on a plaintiffs

referral based on briefs included in decisions we are able to compute a vote matrix similar

to roll call data.

How do we operationalize the votes of the court and various political actors? We argue

that the legal question in a decision by the GFCC is an issue that the court openly votes on

in the sections on admissibility and merits. The legal choices made in those sections are

aggregated into one outcome measure for each decision (similar Engst, 2021, 120-121). The

collective judicial vote is coded as granting a plaintiff success (= 1) – (partially) admitting

and (partially) justifying a referral – or otherwise not granting a plaintiff success (= 0).

Political actors vote on the same legal issue by filing briefs, either supporting (= 1) or not

supporting (= 0) a plaintiffs referral. In the end, the votes of the Senates and votes of

political actors are coded into a vote matrix: Each column in our matrix is a case and the

rows indicate the actor’s vote with regard to the outcome of that case.

Votes of political actors are identified and coded as follows. We converted the Senate

decisions of the GFCC into .txt-files and used regular expressions to automatically

extract all briefs.

In order to manually code votes of political actors in briefs filed by scalable political

actors, we randomly draw a subset of 100 briefs filed by political actors in Senate decisions

published between 1973 and 2010. Afterwards, two coders with a background in public

law and political science, classified the briefs in a double-blind process according to

whether a brief supports (= 1) or opposes (= 0) a plaintiff’s referral.5 Opinions on

the merits were considered as beating opinions on a decision’s admissibility. Thus, the

coding is based on the merits whenever possible. The training data showed an intercoder

reliability of 96 percent. Following the training, the coders classified all 761 briefs fielded

5 Logically we assume that if a political actor regards a case as admissible but does not

argue on the merits, then this actor still supports the plaintiff’s referral.
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by political actors in 420 decisions. Afterwards, one of the authors coded all briefs and

reevaluated the double-blind process also correcting errors. Finally, to further increase

the information of our vote matrix, we add information on the federal government who

presented a law under consideration in a respective decision. The assumption is that this

government does not support a plaintiff who refers a law but instead wants the court to

uphold the law. This procedure increases the votes by political actors to 930 within 455

decisions.

In sum, we construct a vote matrix of the votes by the court made in a decision and

the votes by scalable political actors who filed briefs as well as the actors who initially

presented a law under consideration. Subsequently, we leverage Bayesian ideal point

estimation with strong prior information. We use policy positions of the political actors

extracted from manifestos to estimate the ideal points of the two Senates of the GFCC in

a common policy space. In the next section we present the results of our estimation and

validate the scores we obtained.

5 Common policy scores for the GFCC

In this section we present our strategy to estimate the model in equation 1 using court

decisions including briefs filed by political actors during Germany’s legislative periods 12

(1990) to 16 (2009). This period covers parts of the presidency of Chief Justice Herzog

(11.1987 to 9.1994), the presidency of Chief Justice Limbach (9.1994 to 4.2002), and parts

of the presidency of Chief Justice Papier (4.2002 to 6.2010). To validate our approach we

do two things. First, we show that our scores using the vote matrix approach are better

able to describe the relationship of the Court and the national government in Germany

than the alternative party label approach. This alternative approach assigns a justice the

(average) position of the party that nominated her (Hönnige, 2007, 2009; Sternberg et al.,

2015) while the Senate position is set to the mean position of all justices serving on this
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Senate. Second, we compare the explanatory power of our scores with scores based on

the party label approach in predicting oral hearings.

5.1 Estimating common policy scores from judicial text

We use R STAN (see http://mc-stan.org/) to estimate our model from equation 1. In

order to define the priors6 of the positions political actors take we make us of the

Manifesto Common Space Scores (MCSS) posteriors (König, Marbach and Osnabrügge,

2013) for German parties. The advantage of these scores is that they account for country-

and time-specific context compared to other existing position measures (König, Marbach

and Osnabrügge, 2013, 470-471). The prior distribution for political actors’ positions

who filed briefs, such as the different national or state governments from 1990 to 2009,

are generated via linear combination of the posterior MCS policy score distribution of

each governing party weighted by the party’s share of government portfolios. Similarly,

we estimate the position of the first (the Bundestag) and second legislative chamber

(the Bundesrat) as seat-weighted linear combination of the posterior MCSS policy score

distribution of each parliamentary party.

We simulate the posterior distribution of a Senate’s ideal point using Markov Chain

Monte Carlo (MCMC). Our estimates are based on 160,000 iterations, of which the first

80,000 iterations are omitted as warm-up. While we have strong prior information on

the position of the political actors, our assumption about a Senate’s ideal point is only

weakly informative. We argue that each Senate of the Court is a non-extreme actor and,

thus, the ideal points of the Senates are within the range of all ideal points of the political

parties elected to the first chamber. In mathematical terms, for each Senate composition

we assign Justices the ideal point of their nominating party. The priors of each Senate are

drawn from a standard normal distribution (with the mean of the eight Justices’ ideal

6 Priors allow us to account for the uncertainty in party position estimates.
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points, based on the MCSS posteriors of the nominating party, and standard deviation of

1).7

There may exist issues clearly dominated by ideological concerns - for example re-

distribution and social welfare - whereas the assessment of very specific claims may be

influenced only weakly by an actor’s position on the latent dimension. As we have no

prior information on β j the effect of policy position on vote outcome for a given case j,

we draw starting values from a standard normal distribution.

In the next section we assess our scores descriptively to discuss the validity of the

estimated positions.

5.2 Validity of the common policy scores from judicial text

We use a vote matrix on court decisions combined with manifesto information on the

various political actors to estimate Senates positions. We compare our vote matrix

approach to the traditional party label approach, which assigns a justice the position

(again, using MCSS) of the party that nominated her or him (Hönnige, 2007, 2009). The

position of a respective Senate is the average over all eight justices’ positions.

Figure 2 summarizes scores for the First and Second Senate estimated from the vote

matrix and party label approach. The scores shown are calculated for the first governing

period of Chancellor Merkel and her grand coalition between the conservative Christian

Democrats (CDU/CSU) and the Social Democrats (SPD). To account for institutional

changes at the court, the estimates are separated by changes in Senate Chairs. Chief

7 We contrast our results with another set of plausible priors, zero priors, representing a

centrist court (see appendix D, figure D.1).
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Figure 2: Estimated Senates positions of the GFCC using vote matrix and party label approach.
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Justice Papier chaired the First Senate during all of Merkel’s governing period while the

Second Senate was chaired by Justice Hassemer first and afterwards by justice Voßkuhle.8

How plausible are our estimated positions and how do they compare to the party

label approach? First, it is obvious that the estimated average positions from the vote

matrix approach are different to the calculated positions from the party label approach.

Moreover, the party label approach commonly focuses on point estimates not reporting

confidence intervals while our approach allows to account for estimation uncertainty.

Considering the Second Senate the point estimates from the party label approach are

within the range of the 95% credible intervals from the vote matrix approach. Finally,

there is barely any movement considering estimates from the party label approach while

estimates from the vote matrix approach show variation.

8 Appendix C summarizes scores estimated for all governing periods and changes in

Chairs.
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Which estimates are more appropriate compared to what we know about the Senates

behavior during Merkel’s government? The First Senate is positioned significantly to

the left compared to the government (considering the vote matrix approach) or aligns

with the government (considering the party label approach). In the former case the court

should be at odds with the government while in the latter case conflict should be less

eminent.

Indeed we can identify many conflicts between the First Senate and the government

during the time of the grand coalition. During Chief Justice’s Papier’s term the court

published a number of “spectacular decisions” correcting major reforms which led to

political complaints against the “omnipotent justices” (Wefing, 2010, own translation).

The First Senate requested an increase in welfare spending considering the labor market

reform Hartz IV (BVerfGE 125, 175). The justices did not allow the downing of hijacked

planes rejecting the Aviation Security Law (BVerfGE 115, 118), and they limited the

authorities’ powers to secretly investigate private computer systems (BVerfGE 120, 274).

The latter decision even set precedence to a new basic right protecting digital privacy

(Hoffmann-Riem, 2008). Therefore, it seems more plausible that the average position

of the Senate is significantly to the left of the government. The picture painted by the

Court’s behavior is reflected in the estimates computed from the vote matrix approach

but not the party label approach.

The Second Senate is on average positioned to the right of the First Senate comparing

the vote matrix estimates. Moreover, the estimates show more variation compared to

the government’s position than the calculated positions from the party label approach.

Therefore, if the vote matrix is more appropriate than the party label approach then we

would expect some conflict with the government but lesser compared to the First Senate.

The government faced a number of decisions made by the Second Senate with political

implications (Kneip, 2015). However, journalist argued that by character, Justice Voßkuhle

was seen as a strong yet more quietly acting justice compared to his predecessors (Wefing,
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2010). Thus, despite politically inconvenient decisions, open conflict was not always

eminent. The Senate made three decisions invalidating electoral laws. Two decision

were made under Justice Hassemer with one decisions discarding regulations concerning

the unequal distribution of parliamentary seats (BVerfGE 121, 266) and the other one

invalidated tax policies, that put smaller local parties at a disadvantage (BVerfGE 121,

108). Moreover, the Senate rejected the use of voting machines (BVerfGE 123, 39; Kneip

2015, 291) under Chief Justice Voßkuhle. While the former decision caused major judicial-

political conflict the latter two did not. In addition to electoral regulations, the Second

Senate protected parliamentary rights empowering the legislature when in conflict with

the executive branch (BVerfGE 124, 78; BVerfGE 124, 161). These decisions were less

favorable to the government putting the Senate at odds with Merkel’s cabinet but the

conflict was emerging between political actors and not with the judiciary. Thus, the role of

the Second Senate is one of a “referee” (Kneip, 2015, 294). Nevertheless, it seems plausible

that the average position of the Second Senate is further to the left when Voßkuhle was

chair compared to the government’s position and the Senate’s position under Chief Justice

Hassemer. In the “Lisbon Decision” (BVerfGE 123, 267) the Senate drew a line as to what

degree European integration is possible considering the German Basic Law. This decision

led to conflict with the political branches and was widely criticized (Müller 2009; Fischer

2009; Kneip 2015, 286-287). In sum, both Senates shown in figure 2 were at certain times

at odds with the government, while conflict between the executive and the judicial branch

was more eminent with regard to the First than the Second Senate. Decisions made by

the Second Senate did not necessary entail a judicial-political conflict.

Finally, the static judicial positions, that are calculated using the party label approach

and align with the government’s position, are not supported by empirical events. Instead,

these estimates are derived solely accounting for political information in the form of

manifestos. These manifestos change based on legislative elections and not based on

events in the judicial environment. Scores calculated via the vote matrix approach
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account for the judicial and political environment. They allow for a greater flexibility

when estimating Senate positions. Empirically the variation in estimates from the vote

matrix approach in figure 2 is compelling in contrast to the static positions from the party

label approach.

In the following section we assess to which extent the differences from the descriptive

assessment of the two scaling approaches influence the explanatory power when analyzing

the effect of the absolute distance between the government and the court on the occurrence

of oral hearings.

5.3 Application of common policy scores from judicial text

In this section we evaluate the explanatory power of our vote matrix approach compared to

the party label approach (e.g., Hönnige, 2009; Sternberg et al., 2015; Brouard and Hönnige,

2017). We assess the power of both approaches by analyzing a claim frequently made in

judicial politics literature: If the government opposes the court then the court increases

transparency surrounding decisions by holding oral hearings (Vanberg 2001,Vanberg 2005,

Krehbiel 2016, implicitly also Staton 2010). Building on Vanberg (2001, 2005), Krehbiel

(2016) shows that when the German government uses a brief to signal political resistance

against a decision, then the Constitutional Court is likely to hold a hearing to increase

transparency (Krehbiel, 2016, 1001-1002).

Our novel scaling approach allows to extend Krehbiel’s (2016) study. It is plausible to

assume that a government increasingly opposes a court as the spatial distance between

the court and the government increases. Therefore, an observable implication is that as

the distance between both actors increases, the probability of the court to increase transparency

holding hearings should increase as well. To evaluate this implication we estimate Krehbiel’s

(2016, 999, model 1) logistic regression with the occurrence (= 1) or non-occurrence
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(= 0) of oral hearings as the dependent variable.9 We add the absolute spatial distance

between the GFCC and Germany’s federal government as an independent variable to his

model. To operationalize this distance we apply two strategies: First, in line with the vote

matrix approach we assign the court the estimated position of the respective senate based

on our IRT model from equation 1. The coalition government’s position is the convex

combination of the coalition party positions, drawn from the posterior distribution of

MCS Scores (König, Marbach and Osnabrügge, 2013) and weighted by their respective

portfolio share. To calculate the spatial distance between the government and the court

we take the absolute difference between both positions. Second, following the party label

approach we assign each justice the MCS Score of the party nominating her. The position

of the court is the mean justice position of the respective senate (Hönnige, 2007, 2009).

The government’s position and the distance to the court is calculated similar to the vote

matrix approach.

Table 2 summarizes four logistic regressions. Model 1 is a replication of Krehbiel’s

(2016, 999, model 1) estimations using our data covering a different period than his data.

The results confirm the subsample stability of his findings. Accordingly, the absence of a

government brief which is in opposition to a topic considered by the court significantly

decreases the probability of a hearing.10 In model 2 in table 2 we introduce the absolute

distance between the court and the government measured using the party label approach.

The estimate is positive as expected but not significant on conventional levels. Thus, one

9 In table E.2 in appendix E we also replicate Krehbiel’s (2016) second model. He uses

the model to show that the probability of hearings increases when the government

files opposing briefs; especially, when a case addresses a simple issue area compared

to a complex one.

10 In figure E.1 in appendix E we also replicate Krehbiel’s (2016) predicted probabilities

to further confirm his finding.
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Table 2: Likelihood of oral hearings

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3a Model 3b

Baseline Party Label Vote Matrix
Krehbiel (2016) Point Estimate Point Estimate Bootstrap

Abs. Distance btw. 0.05 0.51∗∗ 0.52∗

Senate & Gov (0.18) (0.24) (0.25)

No Government Brief −1.18∗∗ −1.19∗∗ −1.13∗∗ −1.13∗∗

(=1) (0.49) (0.5) (0.5) (0.5)

Second Senate 0.48 0.49 0.76∗∗ 0.73∗∗

(=1) (0.3) (0.3) (0.33) (0.33)

Total Briefs 0.16∗∗∗ 0.16∗∗∗ 0.15∗∗∗ 0.15∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05)

Court Brief 0.47∗ 0.47∗ 0.49∗ 0.49∗

(0.28) (0.28) (0.28) (0.28)

Federal Law 0.76∗∗ 0.77∗∗ 0.79∗∗ 0.79∗∗

(0.37) (0.37) (0.37) (0.37)

Complainant Support 0.3 0.31 0.3 0.29
(0.33) (0.34) (0.34) (0.34)

Constant −2.7∗∗∗ −2.8∗∗∗ −3.36∗∗∗ −3.37∗∗∗

(0.48) (0.61) (0.59) (0.59)

Observations 313 313 313 313
Log Likelihood −163.53 −163.5 −161.2 −161.19
AIC 341.07 342.99 338.4 338.38

Note: 83 observed oral hearings in 313 decisions. Standard errors in parenthesis.
* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. Bootstrap regression is estimated on draws
of eight values from the posterior distribution of estimated ideal points of the
corresponding Senate. The average of the draws constitutes the ideal point of
the Senate. This procedure is repeated for 1000 regressions (cf. King et al., 2001).
Baseline model is a replication of model 1 in Krehbiel (2016), re-estimated on a
subsample of 313 decisions.

may conclude that the absolute distance between the court and the government does not

significantly influences the likelihood of oral hearings. This conclusion appears faults

when considering our novel vote matrix approach. The respective estimate of the distance

is positive and significant in model 3a. In other words, the larger the distance between

the court and the federal government the higher the likelihood of an oral hearing.

In figure 3 we evaluate the substantive size of the effect of court-government distance

from the vote matrix approach on the probability of an oral hearing. The spatial distance
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Figure 3: Predicted probabilities of hearings over absolute distance between senate and government
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Note: The predicted probabilities are generated based on the estimated coefficients of model 3a reported in
table 2 using the observed values for each decision on all covariates but the absolute distance between the
court and the government varies systematically along the x-axis. The gray shaded area illustrates the 95%

credible intervals around the respective predicted probability generated through 1000 draws from a
multivariate normal distribution with a mean equal to the vector of estimated coefficients and a variance

that equals the estimated variance-covariance matrix of model 3a.

between both actors is shown on the x-axis and as this distance increases the probability

of a hearing increases as well, as shown on the y-axis. At the first quartile of the distance

the probability is about 21 percent while at the third quartile the probability increases to

about 32 percent. Hence, while the increase is not that steep we find consistent evidence

in favor of the implication that as the distance between the court and the government

increases the probability of hearings increases as well.

The reported effect is also robust accounting for estimation uncertainty in the Senates’

positions. For model 3b in table 2 we draw eight posterior values, one for each justice,

from the ideal point posterior distribution of the respective Senate. Afterwards, we

take the mean from the eight draws as the corresponding Senate’s position. Finally, we
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aggregate the regression coefficients, accounting for the mean standard error of each

coefficient and their variance across 1,000 regressions (see King et al., 2001, eq. 3).

Is our significant effect robust compared to the insignificant effect from the party label

approach? In the bivariate model 2a in table E.1 in the appendix we show that the

estimate of the distance from the party label approach is negative and insignificant. This

implies that, if any, the probability of hearings decreases as the court-government distance

increases. However, adding all control variable from Krehbiel (2016) in model 2b in table

E.1 suggests a positive, yet insignificant, effect of a larger distances on oral hearings. In

sum, the estimate of the distance from the party label approach is always insignificant and

inconsistent when it comes to its estimated direction. This is not the case for the estimates

from our novel vote matrix approach. In a bivariate model, a model only including

controls (see appendix E) and the main models in table 2 this estimate is consistently

positive and significant. Therefore, we argue that we identified a theoretically plausible

and empirically consistent effect using a novel scaling approach; namely, as the distance

between the court and the government increases, justices seek to draw public attention to

the court by holding hearings.11 The identified effect of the absolute distance between

the court and the government extends the literature; for example, when embedded in

Krehbiel’s (2016) considerations (see also Vanberg, 2001, 2005).

6 Conclusion

What are the positions of highest courts towards political reform? In order to answer

this question it is necessary to develop common spatial measures that allow us to locate

highest courts on the same dimension as political actors who design reform processes.

One common approach to scale judicial actors - mainly applied in the context of the US

11 In appendix E we show that our approach yields robust results also when added to

Krehbiel’s (2016, 999) extended, second model.
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Supreme Court - is to analyze published, individual votes (e.g. Martin and Quinn, 2002;

Epstein, Martin, Quinn and Segal, 2007; Epstein, Martin, Segal and Westerland, 2007;

Hanretty, 2012b,a, 2014, 2015; Engst et al., 2017). However, this approach does not travel

to systems where courts rarely or never publish individual votes or where published

votes do not discriminate while justices follow a norm of consensus.

In order to address these challenges we leverage information commonly embedded

in the text of the decisions themselves, which allows us to estimate court positions in

a common policy space, together with positions of political actors. In particular, we

assume that the overall outcome of a decision, and briefs filed by political actors, are

suitable to compute a vote matrix similar to roll call data in legislative studies (compare

Clinton, Jackman and Rivers, 2004; Bailey and Chang, 2001; Bailey, 2007). Moreover, the

knowledge on the manifesto position of the political actors (e.g., König, Marbach and

Osnabrügge, 2013) filing a brief can be used to bridge collective judicial decisions into a

common policy space.

What is the advantage of our approach over traditional approaches, like the party

label approach assigning justices the manifesto score of the party nominating them?

Intuitively, our approach is designed to leverage more information from the written

decisions. In contrast to traditional work in judicial politics that do not use the content

of those decisions, our approach is embedded in the more recent literature taking the

content of judicial output seriously (e.g. Fowler et al., 2007; Clark and Lauderdale, 2010,

2012; Lauderdale and Clark, 2014). This helps to engage in broader and interdisciplinary

scholarship to study the interaction of courts with other political actors. Our approach

therefore has the potential to also bridge the gap between law scholars and political

scientists because both groups are interested in the same feature: analyzing the written

text of judicial decisions. Moreover, assessing a common theoretical believe in judicial

politics we showed that our approach is well equipped to generate valid and more

plausible findings compared with the commonly applied party label approach.
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Furthermore, the scores developed based on a general scaling approach provide

grounds for further research on a number of highest courts that do not publish in-

dividual votes. Placed in one common space the ideological distance between the court

and the government may explain court curbing attempts by the latter. At least our analysis

shows that the court mobilizes the public holding hearing especially in situations when

the distance to the government is large. It is plausible that these are times when court

curbing is in the government’s interest. In this regard, Segal, Westerland and Lindquist

(2011) find that as the US Congress becomes increasingly ideologically distant from the

Supreme Court, the Justices exercise judicial restraint in fear of court curbing (similar

Clark, 2009). Our novel scaling approach allows to extend this important research to

other highest courts that do not publish individual votes.
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A Cross-European comparison on the use of judicial votes

Country

Austria Belgium
Database

https://www.ris.bka.gv.at https://www.const-court.be
/Vfgh/ /nl/judgments?year=2018
Special search parameter

Erkenntnisse
Decisions

No. 1 on case 3/2017 No. 17 on case 9/2017 154/2018 130/2018
No. 14 on case 12/2017 No. 12 on case 1/2018 126/2018 122/2018
No. 2 on case 8/2017 No. 6 on case 10/2017 118/2018 85/2018
No. 7 on case 7/2017 No. 8 on case 13/2017 80/2018 74/2018
No. 11 on case 8/2018 No. 13 on case 3/2018 70/2018 40/2018
Country

Bulgaria Croatia
Database

http://www.constcourt.bg https://sljeme.usud.hr
/Search/Search.aspx /usud/praksaw.nsf/
Special search parameter

decisions U-I, U-II, U-III
Decisions

UA3/2018 V 11/2018-8 UI-1574/2016, UI-1244/2017∗ UI-439/2015
E547/2018∗ E547/2018∗ UI-3019/2018, UI-3337/2018∗ U-II-2392/2014
G248/2017 ua∗ G241/201∗ U-II-872/2017 U-II-343/2015
G136/2017 ua∗ V 97/2017-11 U-III-4868/2017† U-III-272/2017†

KR1/2018 ua∗ E1416/2018 U-III-432/2017∗ U-III-871/2017†

Country

Czech Republic France
Database

https://nalus.usoud.cz https://www.conseil-constitutionnel.fr
/Search/Search.aspx /les-decisions/annee/2018/type/dc
Special search parameter

Excluding resolutions and opinions of plenna DC and QPC
Decisions

Pl.US.28.18.1∗ Pl.US.37.18.1 2017-757 DC 2018-763 DC
Pl.US.27.16.1∗ Pl.US.4.18.1∗ 2018-761 DC 2018-770 DC
1.US.1099.18.1∗ 1.US.178.15.1 2018-777 DC 2017-689 QPC
2.US.482.18.1 3.US.647.15.1 2017-690 QPC 2018-701 QPC
2.US.1685.17.1 Pl.US.7.17.1∗ 2018-711 QPC 2018-699 QPC

I
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/Search/Search.aspx
/les-decisions/annee/2018/type/dc


Country

Germany Hungary
Database

www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de https://alkotmanybirosag.hu
/ugykereso

Special search parameter

Senatsentscheidungen decisions, excluding orders,
keyword: “észrevételeket”

Decisions

BVerfGE 150, 244∗ BVerfGE 150, 309 II / 01483/2017∗ IV / 00344/2016
BverfGE 149, 407 BVerfGE 149, 382 IV / 00987/2015 III / 02007/2017
BVerfGE 148, 11 BVerfGE 150, 1 IV / 01801/2016∗ IV / 01096/2018
BVerfGE 149, 293 BVerfGE 149, 346 IV / 00339/2017∗ IV / 01096/2018
BVerfGE 149, 222 BVerfGE 148, 296 IV / 01087/2017∗ IV / 02111/2017
Country

Italy Latvia
Database

https://www.cortecostituzionale.it https://www.satv.tiesa.gov
/actionPronuncia.do .lv/cases/
Special search parameter

Excluding orders; constitutional judgments,
legitimacy judgement in main way no decision to close proceedings
Decisions

2018: 249 2018: 247 2018-12-01∗ 2018-10-0103∗

2018: 238 2018: 210 2018-25-01∗ 2018-23-03
2018: 198 2018: 183 2018-21-01∗ 2018-17-03∗

2018: 147 2018: 138 2018-15-01∗ 2011-01-11
2018: 107 2018: 68 2018-08-03 2018-07-05
Country

Lithuania Luxembourg
Database

https://www.lrkt.lt/lt/teismo-aktai https://justice.public.lu/fr
/nutarimai-isvados-ir-sprendimai /jurisprudence/cour-constitutionnelle.html
/138/y2018?exception=on ?r=f%2Faem_first_released%2F2018&
Special search parameter

Decisions

KT1-N1/2018 KT2-S1/2018 132/18 133/18
KT5-S2/2018 KT6-N4/2018 134/18 135/18
KT9-N5/2018 KT10-N6/2018 136/18 137/18
KT13-N8/2018 KT14-N9/2018 138/18 139/18
KT15-N10/2018 KT18-S8/2018 140/18 141/18
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Country

Malta Poland
Database

https://ecourts.gov.mt http://otkzu.trybunal.gov.pl/
/onlineservices/Judgements/
Special search parameter

Only decisions of type “A”
Decisions

42/2014/1 LSO 171/14 JPG K 17/14 - Judgement† SK 20/15†

30/16 JPG 1118/09 JPG SK 25/15† P 14/17†

95/17 SM 98/2016 MCH SK 6/17† U 2/17†

38/2016 JPG 38/17 LSO SK 24/17† SK 28/17†

23/13 JRM 5/15 JZM SK 22/17† K 39/15†

Country

Portugal Romania
Database

http://w3.tribunalconstitucional.pt/ http://ccrsearch.ccr.ro/ccrSearch/
/AcordaosV22/ MainSearch/SearchForm.aspx
Special search parameter

Decisions of type “Plenário” “Act Solution A”
Decisions

377/2018∗ 79/2018 2129E/2018∗ 1018AI/2018
319/2018 379/2018∗ 439AI/2018 462AI/2018
372/2018 1083/2018 2267D/2017 2151D/2016†

428/2018 122/2018 3158D/2016 78D/2016∗

160/2018 558/2018 2186D/2016 612AI/2018†

Country

Slovakia Slovenia
Database

https://www.ustavnysud.sk https://www.us-rs.si/odlocitve/
/vyhladavanie-rozhodnuti
/#!DmsSearchView
Special search parameter

Decision-type findings; decisions
negotiation type hearing
Decisions

1.US.629.2017.1 3.US.557.2017.1 U-I-43/16† Up-217/14∗

2.US.559.2017.1 PL.US.11.2016.1∗ U-I-80/16, U-I-166/16, U-I-173/16∗ UI-79/16†

3.US.122.2018.2 PL.US.12.2016.1∗ U-I-157/16, Up-729/16, Up-55/17† U-I-50/16∗†

PL.US.10.2016.1∗ 2.US.152.2018.2 U-I-38/16† U-I-14/15†

PL.US.8.2017.1∗ PL.US.9.2016.1∗ Up-616/15† UI-80/17†
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Country

Spain
Database

https://hj.tribunalconstitucional.es/
Special search parameter

plenary session
Decisions

48/2018∗ 13/2018
11/2018 89/2018
120/2018∗ 135/2018
128/2018∗ 119/2018 - Judgement
104/2018∗ 90/2018

∗ indicates decisions with separate opinion(s),
but they do not include information on how

the justices voted that did not file separate opinions;
† indicates decisions with unanimous votes

that do not allow to discriminate between justices
using scaling approaches based on votes.

This appendix summarizes the ten decisions we reviewed per country. When not available

in German or English, we translated decisions into English using Google Translate.

Afterwards the decisions were reviewed for whether political actors fielded a brief that

entailed a clear and open position on the referred legal issue. In addition, we assessed

whether it is possible to clearly identify how each and every single justice voted on the

outcome of a decision.

B Examples of regulations to file briefs

Political actors may file briefs in proceedings with political implications. These commonly

include the abstract or concrete review of legislation (Art. 93 I No. 2, 2a; Art. 100 I

German Constitution [GC]), federal state disputes and disputes between state organs

(Art. 93 I No. 3; Art. 93 I No. 1 GC) as well as – due to their large number – individual

constitutional complaints (Art. 93 I No. 4a, 4b GC). In any abstract or concrete review

the GFCC is asked to review legislation. Thus, both legislative chambers (Bundestag

and Bundesrat), the federal government and the state governments and parliaments – if

regulations concerning the states are addressed – are able to express their legal opinions
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filing briefs (§77; §82 I, II Act on the Constitutional Court [AoCC]). Once the GFCC has to

settle conflicts between states or federal organs, the addressed political actors are allowed

to file briefs. These actors are either the federal president, the first or second chamber, the

federal government or institutional arms of those actor having own rights (Art. 93 I No.

1 GC in conjunction with §63 AoCC) as well as state governments (Art. 93 I No. 3 GC

in conjunction with §68 AoCC). If a settlement of a federal-state dispute or the dispute

between state organs is of importance to any additional actor from the outlined pool,

then this actor can at any given time join the proceeding (§65 I AoCC). Finally, the GFCC

allows political actors whose acts are addressed in individual constitutional complaints

to file briefs within a set period of time (§94 AoCC). Therefore, outlining just a few albeit

politically relevant proceedings there are a number of provisions which allow political

actors to join proceedings and to provide opinions filing briefs. The ability to file briefs

does not imply that political actors must file. Moreover, it seems reasonable that the

absence of provisions that empower political actors to file briefs does not imply that they

cannot share their opinion.

In sum, specific regulations explicitly empower political actors to file briefs. The

procedural rules are often specific with regard to the legal proceeding. Despite the

existing regulation filing briefs is voluntary. This implies that our scaling approach can

rely on published briefs only.

C Estimated ideal points of the two senates

Figure C.1 is similar to figure 2 from section 5.2 but separated by senates. The upper panel

shows the estimated positions of the First Senate from the vote matrix approach (black,

round estimate) compared to the positions from the party label approach (triangular

estimates). The lower panel presents the estimates for the Second Senate. The estimates

are separated by changes in a respective Senate’s Chair. Finally, the gray estimates are the

positions of the different governing coalitions.
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Figure C.1: All estimated positions of the two senates of the GFCC
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D Robustness of Bayesian ideal point estimator specification

In our primary analysis, we estimate court’s ideal points with prior values chosen based

on the party label approach. To assess the robustness of our results to changes in the

selection of priors, we implement another plausible choice of priors, representing a
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Figure D.1: GFCC ideal point trace plot by chair and senate, sdγj = sdβ j = sdxi = 1, party label priors
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centrist court, by setting the priors to zero. Courts are likely moderate actors, especially

the GFCC whose Justices are voted into office by supermajorities and across two legislative

chambers. The resulting estimates suggest that the ideal points are robust to a change in

priors for a range of plausible values.

In detail, most Chair terms have congruent ideal points. This is true especially for

longer terms, where the estimation builds on more observations. Where differences

occur, Senates appear to be slightly more conservative when estimated with party label

priors, but the confidence intervals are largely congruent. Short terms, as the First Senate

between February to October 1998, may vary a bit and this is especially obvious when

the Court is highly centrist, but the point estimate changes sign. Substantially, this is just

a moderate court. There is no significant first difference between the posteriors in the

estimated ideal points on a 95% confidence level (see figure D.2).

E Robustness of predicting oral hearings

In this appendix we further assess the robustness of our estimations from section 5.3.

In table E.1 we estimate Krehbiel’s (2016, 999) model 1 exactly to confirm that our code

correctly replicates his original approach. In model 2a in table E.1 we estimate a bivariate

regression using the distance between the government and a respective senate calculated

from the party label approach and in model 2b we add the control variables from Krehbiel

(2016). The estimate of the distance from the party label approach shows directionally

inconclusive and insignificant effects in both models. This is not the case when using the

distance calculated from the vote matrix approach. The respective estimates in models

3a and 3b in table E.1 are consistently positive and significant. This speaks in favor of a

robust effect when using our novel spatial measure: Larger spatial distances between the

government and a respective senate significantly increase the likelihood of oral hearings.

In model 1 in table E.2 we replicate Krehbiel’s (2016, 999) original model 2 using our
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Figure D.2: First differences per term for sdγj = sdβ j = sdxi = 1 and party label priors − priors = 0
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Figure D.3: GFCC ideal point posteriors autocorrelation plot by chair and senate, sdγj = sdβ j = sdxi = 1,
party label priors
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Table E.1: Likelihood of oral hearings

Model 1 Model 2a Model 2b Model 3a Model 3b

Krehbiel (2016) Party Label Vote Matrix
[Model 1] Bivariate Controls Bivariate Controls

Abs. Distance btw. −0.25 0.004 0.50∗∗ 0.55∗∗

Senate & Gov (0.16) (0.18) (0.21) (0.24)

No Government Brief −1.15∗∗∗

(=1) (0.40)

Second Senate 0.48∗ 0.51∗ 0.80∗∗

(=1) (0.25) (0.30) (0.33)

Total Briefs 0.21∗∗∗ 0.15∗∗∗ 0.14∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.05) (0.05)

Court Brief 0.12 0.53∗ 0.56∗∗

(0.23) (0.27) (0.28)

Federal Law 0.81∗∗ 0.75∗∗ 0.79∗∗

(0.32) (0.37) (0.37)

Complainant Support 0.36 0.33 0.34
(0.29) (0.33) (0.34)

Constant −3.31∗∗∗ −0.61∗∗ −2.89∗∗∗ −1.53∗∗∗ −3.58∗∗∗

(0.40) (0.28) (0.60) (0.26) (0.58)

Observations 613 313 313 313 313
Log Likelihood −246.27 −180.89 −167.07 −179.03 −164.35
Akaike Inf. Crit. 506.54 365.78 348.13 362.06 342.70

Note: Standard errors in parenthesis. * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01.

data. Krehbiel (2016) includes an interaction term to assess whether hearings are more

likely when political compliance is at risk and a decision is simple, which means the

public can easily follow the issue area addressed by a decision. We are able to replicate his

analysis which supports his findings to the extent that conclusions drawn are subsample

stable. In model 2 in table E.2 we add the distance between a respective senate and

the government to the analysis, estimated using the party label approach. The effect is

positive but insignificant which implies that the distance between the outlined actors does

not affect the likelihood of hearings. However, once we exchange the distance from the

party label approach with the distance measured using our novel vote matrix approach

we find significant estimates. Accordingly, the larger the distance between a respective
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Table E.2: Likelihood of oral hearings

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3a Model 3b

Baseline Party Label Vote Matrix
Krehbiel (2016) Point Estimate Point Estimate Bootstrap

Abs. Distance btw. 0.04 0.55∗∗ 0.55∗∗

Senate & Gov (0.19) (0.24) (0.25)

No Government Brief −1.57 −1.57 −1.53 −1.54
(=1) (1.05) (1.05) (1.06) (1.06)

Simple Issue Area 0.79∗∗∗ 0.79∗∗∗ 0.82∗∗∗ 0.82∗∗∗

(=1) (0.3) (0.3) (0.31) (0.31)

No Government Brief 0.24 0.23 0.27 0.29
× Simple Issue Area (1.21) (1.22) (1.22) (1.22)

Second Senate 0.48 0.48 0.78∗∗ 0.74∗∗

(=1) (0.31) (0.31) (0.34) (0.34)

Total Briefs 0.14∗∗∗ 0.14∗∗∗ 0.13∗∗∗ 0.13∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05)

Court Brief 0.47∗ 0.48∗ 0.49∗ 0.49∗

(0.28) (0.28) (0.28) (0.28)

Federal Law 0.97∗∗ 0.98∗∗ 1.02∗∗∗ 1.02∗∗∗

(0.39) (0.39) (0.39) (0.39)

Complainant Support 0.5 0.5 0.51 0.5
(0.35) (0.35) (0.35) (0.35)

Constant −3.27∗∗∗ −3.34∗∗∗ −4∗∗∗ −4.01∗∗∗

(0.55) (0.68) (0.66) (0.67)

Observations 313 313 313 313
Log Likelihood −159.61 −159.59 −157.05 −157.05
AIC 337.22 339.18 334.1 334.1

Note: 83 observed oral hearings in 313 decisions. Standard errors in parenthesis. *
p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. Bootstrap regression is estimated on draws of
eight values from the posterior distribution of estimated ideal points of the corre-
sponding Senate. The average of the draws constitutes the ideal point of the senate.
This procedure is repeated for 1000 regressions (cf. King et al., 2001). Baseline
model is a replication of model 2 presented by Krehbiel (2016), re-estimated on a
subsample of 313 decisions.

senate and the government the more likely are hearings. In model 3b we replicate the

regression accounting for estimation uncertainty in a senate’s position (see discussion in

section 5.3).

To further assess the likelihood of hearings we compute predicted probabilities. Figure
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Figure E.1: Predicted probabilities of oral hearings over no brief indicator
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Note: Black points are predicted probabilities for oral hearings when the government files a brief. Gray
points are predicted probabilities when the government files no brief. Lines represent 95% confidence

intervals. Estimates are based on the term No Government Brief in model 1, table 2.

Figure E.2: Predicted probabilities of oral hearings over case complexity for baseline model
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Note: Black points are predicted probabilities for "simple" cases. Gray points are predicted probabilities for
"complex" cases. Lines represent 95% confidence intervals. Estimates are based on the interaction term

Case Complexity x No Government Brief in model 1, table E.2.

E.1 is based on model 1 in table 2 from section 5.3. In order to confirm Krehbiel (2016)

the black estimate shows the probability of an oral hearing when the government files a

brief compared to the gray estimate when no brief is field. The first difference between

both predictions (not shown) is statistically significant. Figure E.2 is based on model 1 in

table E.2. The figure also confirms the robustness of Krehbiel’s (2016, 999) findings when

compared to his figure 3 (Krehbiel, 2016, 1000). Accordingly, the probability of hearings is
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Figure E.3: Predicted probabilities of oral hearings
over range of absolute distance between senate and government
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Note: The predicted probabilities are generated based on the estimated coefficients of model 3a reported in
table E.2 using the observed values for each decision on all covariates but the absolute distance between
the court and the government varies systematically along the x-axis. The gray shaded area illustrates the
95% credible intervals around the respective predicted probability generated through 1000 draws from a
multivariate normal distribution with a mean equal to the vector of estimated coefficients and a variance

that equals the estimated variance-covariance matrix of model 3a.

larger for cases addressing simple issue areas when the government files briefs compared

to complex issue areas and no governmental briefs.

Finally, figure E.3 is based on model 3a in table E.2 and read similar to figure 3 from

section 5.3. Thus, the probability of oral hearings increase as the distance between a

senate and the government increases.

In sum, tables E.1 and E.2 as well as figure E.3 confirm the robustness of our identified

positive and significant effect: The larger the distance between a senate and a government

– measured using our novel vote matrix approach – the higher the probability of an oral

hearing.
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